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Abstract
This research was aimed at studying the factors affecting successful utilization
of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) of Oracle Co., Ltd. Qualitative research was
employed. Validate framework derived from research review was tested. Also, in-depth
interview with four manufacturers who had utilized the ERP system of Oracle Co., Ltd. for
more than six months was conducted to acquire matters of fact and results from using
the ERP system. In each manufacture, project executives or managers, information
technology system officers, and ERP operational officers gave interviews. The study
revealed as follows.
1) Understanding of the system users and communication became key factors
directly affecting realism of the expectations which the users had made before
developing the system. 2) Readiness of the organizations regarding personnel and
good working skills affected smooth utilization of the system. 3) Capability to manage a
project affected basic structure of information technology of the organization. It was
found that good operation management drove successful connection of the systems
within the organization. 4) Supporting from the executives affected participation of the
system users. It is discovered that the executives played key roles in persuading and
advising staff officers. They also influenced staff officers to feel and take part in utilizing
the system. 5) Modification of business procedures affected quality of ERP system, as
well as strategy response and support of the organization. 6) Coordination and
collaboration of the advisors and software distributors affected expectation of the users.
Moreover, they supported the users to get better understanding and lead effective
trainings. 7) Participation of the user affected attention, acceptance of utilization, and
satisfaction on the utilizing system. 8) Level of basic structure of information technology
of the organization affected operations in terms of competition improvement of the
organization. 9) Sharing effective knowledge reduced incorrect data and caused the
system higher reliability. Lastly, 10) effective trainings reduced mistakes from using the
system and caused understanding to utilize the system.
(4)

In overall, this research created a model to explain the relations of the factors or
results to utilize the ERP system successfully. Besides, other companies who were
interested in the ERP system of Oracle Co., Ltd. would have guidelines to use the
system successfully in their companies. These discovered results would be the data to
consider readiness to prepare an organization before beginning the ERP system.
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